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AMS :: ATX is a blog dedicated to

 representing the many activities and

 interests of the department of

 American Studies at The University

 of Texas at Austin. Together with the

 department’s Twitter feed, this blog

 exists to serve the AMS and Austin

 communities by acting as a hub for

 up-to-date information on events and

 opportunities at UT and beyond.
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 of new posts by email.

Join 2,067 other followers

The amazing undergraduate research just

 keeps coming! Earlier this week we

 featured a project by Dr. Steve Hoelscher’s

 Intro to American Studies class, Postcards

 from Texas, a photo blog that considers the

 themes of the American Dream and

 mobility. Today we would like to invite you

 to attend a series of presentations by

 students in Dr. Cary Cordova’s “Exhibiting

 Austin” class that ruminate on Austin’s

 diverse history. The presentations will take

 place at the Austin History Center photo

 gallery (810 Guadalupe St.) on Tuesday,

 May 13, from 3:00 – 5:00pm.

Here is a description of the project from Dr.

 Cordova:

Students have spent the

 semester studying not just the

 history of Austin, but the

 collections of the Austin History

 Center.  Studying our local

 archive has inspired diverse

 and unique research projects:

 students have gathered oral

 histories, composed photo

 essays, generated economic
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Undergrad Research: Postcards

 from Texas

5 Questions: Dr. Simone Browne,

 Associate Professor, African and

 African Diaspora Studies

Announcement: Performing

 studies, composed resource

 guides, and launched

 fundraiser projects.  Their

 research topics vary widely,

 but feature examinations in

 education, the arts, activism,

 food, transportation, and

 human trafficking, and include

 meaningful contributions to

 Mexican American history,

 Asian American history, Native

 American history, Czech

 history, and LGBTQ history.

Please join us to celebrate the hard work of

 these students and to share in their

 excavations of Austin histories.
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